2020 SC VSLC STATE RECOGNITIONS

HOSA ADVISOR OF THE YEAR
*NICHOLAS HANLE*, CENTER FOR PUBLIC HEALTH & MEDICAL STUDIES

SC EXTRA MILE AWARD
*JEREMY SEARSON*, LEXINGTON TWO INNOVATION CENTER

SC HOSA OUTSTANDING PARTNER OF THE YEAR - 2020
*SOUTH CAROLINA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION & MORGAN BOWNE*

SC HOSA VOLUNTEER SERVICE AWARD
- *JACKIE WASHINGTON*, SC DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
- *CHRISS ENZOR*, SAM’S CLUB OPTICAL - ALUMNI

HEALTH CARE ISSUES EXAM
13 STUDENTS WERE RECOGNIZED AT OUR STATE CONFERENCE. CLICK HERE FOR THE LIST OF STUDENTS.

OUTSTANDING CHAPTER HOSA MEMBERS
CLICK HERE FOR A FULL LIST OF SOUTH CAROLINA’S LOCAL CHAPTER OUTSTANDING HOSA MEMBERS

SC HOSA SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
SC HOSA HAD A TOTAL OF 19 SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED TO DESERVING SC HOSA STUDENTS FOR A TOTAL OF $14,500
CLICK HERE FOR A FULL LIST OF AWARDED SCHOLARSHIPS

HOSA NATIONAL SERVICE PROJECT
CLICK HERE FOR A FULL LIST OF SOUTH CAROLINA HOSA NATIONAL SERVICE PROJECT SCHOOLS

SC HOSA EXECUTIVE TEAM MEMBERS:
- *KATRINA HAYNES*, CHAIR
- *LISA HALLMAN*, CHAIR ELECT
- *STACIE ELWOOD*, IMMEDIATE PAST CHAIR
- *JEREMY SEARS*, SECRETARY
- *ANGEL CLARK*, STATE DIRECTOR
- *GREG BLACK*, STATE OFFICER COACH
- *MAXINE MCCRAW*, TREASURER
### Virtual State Leadership Conference Judges

- **Spring 2020 Health Science Direct 4 Teachers**
  - Chris Enzor, Sam’s Club Optical
  - Paula Jones, Director of Health Careers Program, SC AHEC
- Christina Ragusa, The Blood Connection, Donor Development Representative
  - Susan Teeter, Midlands Technical College
  - Susie Pippin, Newberry College
  - Barbara Grube, (DHEC MRC - Retired)

### 2020 Virtual State Leadership Conference Team

- Hanna Beckman
- Morgan Bowne
- Greg Black
- Angel Clark
- Jeff Clark
- Stacie Elwood
- Katrina Haynes
- Al Squire
- Amanda Wilson
- Brenae Wilson
- Tim Wilson

### 2020 Post Virtual State Leadership Conference Awards Committee

- Greg Black
- Angel Clark
- Jeff Clark
- Amy Donaldson
  - Lisa Hallman
  - Maxine McCraw
- Jackie Washington
  - Amanda Wilson
  - Brenae Wilson
  - Tim Wilson

---

A full listing of our SC HOSA Winners can be found [here](#).

A big thank you to all of our judges, HOSA Advisors, Volunteers and board members for assisting with 45 virtual competitive events and 653 SC HOSA student competitors.